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Relating the Real-World to the Classroom 
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Background

Research has shown that “making an

immediate connection to something real or

familiar often motivates students to be

engaged in their own learning because

they are able to relate well with the object

that embodies the phenomenon they are

attempting to learn”.1

Additionally, measured results show that

hands-on activities increase engagement

and student performance. Students are

more likely to stay the course of learning if

it involves information and activities that

interest them.

Creating and assessing hands-on labs is

difficult, especially for large classrooms.

How can labs be created that are impactful

and successful, while being cost effective,

low maintenance, and long-lasting?

• First kit was built, then template created on plotter paper

• Each remaining kit was constructed in less than 30 minutes

• Total cost of 8 kits: $839 (includes tools to construct), or $26.2/per student

• Circuits (Part 2) will only add $6/students, averaging $16/student for 2 labs

• Each kit designed for teams of 4 and can be used in multiple labs

• Space remaining on board for add-ons and kit expansion

• Easy to transport and compact for storage

• Breaker panel convenient for tool and part storage and inventory

Future Work

Lab Development

Circuits (Part 1)

Objectives

Initial Pilot

“Why can’t every lab be like this?”

Teach in reverse: engage students first in 

hands-on work with familiar items and 

explore, and then after teach the theory.

Learn how to teach and help students:

• Relate real-world items and systems to

engineering concepts

• Engage in tinkering and problem-solving,

both individually and in teams

• Gain experience and confidence in using

tools and applying knowledge

• Be excited about engineering lab work

and therefore class work

Develop process for creating hands-on labs

through the following guidelines:

• Safe

• Compact

• Economic

• Durable

• Reusable

• Expandable

For Autumn 2017:

•Develop Circuits (Part 2) lab for students to

program microcontroller and breadboard,

powered by Part 1 board.

•Cost Analysis of labs

•Create ‘pre’ and ‘post’ assessments for:

• Excitement in engineering

• Engagement in tools and tinkering

• Improved understanding of concepts in

engineering

• Confidence in tools and problem solving

For Autumn 2018:

•Refine process of lab development

•Add additional labs for other engineering

fields, such as:

• Faucets and Water Systems/Hydraulics

• Thermostat and HVAC Systems

• Refrigerator and Thermodynamics

“When can we do this lab again?”Kit at start of lab

Initial plan of kit: lay out all parts Kit complete (wiring, handles, parts mounted)

Circuits (Part 1) was piloted in ENGR 2194 in 

AU16.  This is a new engineering math course 

for freshman to develop math skills and 

prepare them for pre-engineering courses.

Students start at the familiar point of contact 

with electricity: outlets and switches.  They 

work back from that point by wiring the outlet 

and switches into a breaker panel, using 

screwdrivers and wire strippers.

Groups had different wattages (40 vs. 60) and 

types (LED, Soft White, DoubleLife) of light 

bulbs and shared readings for Volts, Current, 

and Watts of 1 bulb, and 2 bulbs in either 

parallel or series.  Only one group was able to 

complete the 3-way switch in time. 

Students were engaged, excited, and curious 

about the lab.  They worked well in pairs and in 

teams.  This was related to their math 

problems for circuits to enhance knowledge.

* See printouts of lab procedure and class presentation


